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Food Processing Plant Fires: Conspiracy Or Coincidence?

BY TYLER DURDEN SATURDAY, APR 30, 2022 - 06:30 AM
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In the midst of unprecedented inflation, skyrocketing commodity prices and projected food shortages and supply chain issues arising as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, an
interesting story has started to surface: food processing plants globally appear to be catching fire and burning down at a notable rate.

First, lets examine what seems odd. For weeks, social media users and bloggers have been throwing around the story that dozens of food processing facilities have mysteriously burned
down over the last few months.

It’s a phenomenon that has even caught the attention of top rated cable TV news host Tucker Carlson, who spoke about it this week.

“This is the second time in a week something like this happened,” Carlson said about breaking news after a plane crashed into a food facility in Georgia.

“So industrial accidents happen, of course, but this is a lot of industrial accidents at food processing plants. At the same time the president is warning us of food shortages. They’re getting
hit by planes and catching on fire. What is going on here?” Carlson asked.

Carlson’s guest, Jason Rantz opined: “It could lead to some serious food shortages. That’s why people are wondering, well, number one, what’s going on? And you’ve got people
speculating that this might be an intentional way to disrupt the food supply. Police are saying that these fires are due to faulty issues with equipment, so they’re not saying this was
intentional."

But Carlson admitted there was little in the way of evidence of a conspiracy: “The onus is on people who think this is a conspiracy theory to explain what is going on, what are the odds of
that. I have no idea.”

Fire at pig farm in Co Armagh, Northern Ireland (via The Western Standard)

The Western Standard has also been following the story closely and found dozens upon dozens of incidents globally.

“Beyond North American food processing plants, there have been dozens more food processing facilities destroyed in fires and explosions in the last two years,” the outlet wrote days ago.

“Fires in the food industry are not uncommon,” but the incidents appear to be on the rise, the report said.

The outlet recapped some of the more recent incidents, which it compiled in this list (this is only a partial list, TWS’s full list is here):

On Monday, 43,000 chickens died in a massive fire that destroyed four chicken houses on a farm in the Dutch town of Heusden, according to World Today News.

In March, a fire at a poultry farm in India killed 3,500 chickens. According to PiPa News, the fire destroyed the entire farm.

Another poultry farm in India was also hit by fire in March killing 8,500 chicks. Times of India reported the fire may have been caused by a short circuit.

In January, a fire at a poultry farm in Kerala, India killed more than 2,500 chickens, according to The Print.

In December 2021, 8,000 chickens were killed in a poultry farm blaze in Sri Lanka. News First reported the fire was likely sparked by an “electrical leak.”

A massive blaze at a Northern Ireland farm killed hundreds of pigs in November 2021, as reported by News Letter. No one was injured.

In October 2021, a large fire at a Fermanagh poultry farm in Northern Ireland killed 16,000 birds. It took firefighters more than seven hours to get control of the fire,
as reported by That’s Farming.

A large fire broke out in September 2021 at a Chilean food processing plant. Although no injuries were reported, several crews were needed to battle the blaze, as reported by La
Tercera.

In July 2021, a deadly fire at a Bangladesh food processing factory kills at least 52 people, as reported by Aljazeera.

Another fire at a poultry house in East Yorkshire, England in July 2021 killed 50,000 chickens. The fire was said to be caused by accidental ignition, as reported by the Daily Mail.

In April 2021, over 55,000 pigs were killed after a fire broke out at a German pig farm. USA Today reported the cause of the blaze was unclear.

 

Riverway Foods fire in Harlow, UK (via BBC/The Western Standard)

Additionally, the FBI has also warned about cyberattacks against food processing plants (yet another reason I like cybersecurity stocks) in the days following coverage of the fires.

If you enjoy my work, have the means and want to support Fringe Finance, as well as gain access to all of my articles, you can subscribe here: Subscribe now

Zero Hedge reported last weekend that the FBI's Cyber Division published a notice warning about increased cyber-attack threats on agricultural cooperatives. 

"Ransomware actors may be more likely to attack agricultural cooperatives during critical planting and harvest seasons, disrupting operations, causing financial loss, and
negatively impacting the food supply chain," the notice read, adding 2021 and early 2022 ransomware attacks on farming co-ops could affect the current planting season "by
disrupting the supply of seeds and fertilizer."

The agency warned, "A significant disruption of grain production could impact the entire food chain, since grain is not only consumed by humans but also used for animal feed
... In addition, a significant disruption of grain and corn production could impact commodities trading and stocks. "

Zero Hedge astutely noted that this is “all happening as the Ukraine-Russian conflict has disrupted the global food supply chain. Food prices are at record highs, and the Rockefeller
Foundation just released their timeframe of when a ‘massive, immediate food crisis’ may begin -- they say, ‘in the next six months.’”

Now, let’s examine the skeptical side. There are tens of thousands of such facilities globally, and so “dozens” of fires aren’t exactly statistically significant. Logically writes:

Upon investigation, Logically found many articles about fires and accidents at food processing units in 2019. According to a 2019 report by USDA, the United States has more
than 36,000 food and beverage processing units in operation. Minor damages through fires to a small handful of food processing factories would not cause a food shortage
across the country.

And fact checkers seem to be in unison that there were little to no evidence of foul play in any of the incidents. The crew at PolitiFact said:

We looked at each of the 18 fires mentioned in the Facebook post and found no evidence that any of them were intentionally set. 

Twelve were either ruled accidental, or no foul play was suspected. One was at a vacant building that once housed a meat plant. In five others, the fires are either still under
investigation or investigators have not publicly announced any cause found — intentional or otherwise.

Some of the plants were completely destroyed or heavily damaged, while others suffered minor damage with little impact on food production. Though the post said the 18 fires
happened in the past six months, only 12 of those happened in that time frame.

Snopes also wrote:

The claim of a new “trend” of fires at food processing facilities does not hold up upon scrutiny. Almost all of the fires on meme lists involved explainable causes, and we found
no examples of suspected arson.

Well I guess that settles it then, right? You can read the full “debunking” of the narrative here.

As with all forum posts, I’d love to know what my readers think: coincidence or something more?

Leave your comments at this link, where we already have an ongoing discussion about this topic. 
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There are no coincidinces.
Mr. Universe
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All part of the UN 2030 depopulation agenda. Food shortages are par for the course ;) weather manipulation, and wars just the other side of the coin. But the
brainwashed sheeple will never get it. Even though it shows at the Georgia Guidestones what they are up to.
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while food production accidents are not uncommon, the Temporel spacing and clustering of so many being damaged or destroyed in the past 90 days is alarming.

 

there’s already been several convictions of animal-rights terrorists and environmentalists sabotaging food processing facilities and many BLM/antifa types are not
only deviant perverts and predators they are also woke echo lunatics that would engage in just this kind of activity.

one should also note the unusual concentration on animal processing and what eco-lunatics consider factory farms.

I also think some of the NGOs like the Sierra club and various animal rights groups that receive ample donations can easily be funding cyber terror activities during
a time when it could be easily blamed on Christians/Russians.

regardless of who is really responsible, I think the IT teams that take care of these food processing facilities need to recommend that they completely disconnect
from the Internet, and start looking at their SCADA systems like Siemens Allen Bradley and others for Stuxnet type activity.

they might even consider powering down and completely reformatting and rebooting all of their control systems especially the ones that regulate thermal
management and boilers.

Again, while this could be related to the Ukraine crisis I don’t think the Russians are doing it.

I think it’s the chosen ones who want to push for a war against Russia so they can get their Israel 2/Ukraine ethnic cleansing playground back so they can sell
biological nuclear and other weapons to the world unregulated. they also enjoy burning Christian children as evidenced by Hunter Biden’s texts, and their past
behavior for nearly 10 years.  The chosen ones hate the Christian Russians, want revenge on them going back a very long time, anything that brings the conflict
further benefits (((them))). 

The chosen ones are hilariously overrepresented in domestic US terror groups like BLM antifa JDL ecoterrorists like ELF, and are always at the nexus of
environmental regulatory EXTORTION schemes.

If you want to know what’s really going on and causing these fires, look towards Israeli intelligence backing up environmental terrorists, first, and Russians after
that.

 

remember the Russian action in Ukraine is more of a rescue mission to keep the Christians in the breakaway regions for being slaughtered by the chosen ones
running the country, to maintain Ukraine’s neutrality to avert nuclear war, and they have no interest in the deaths of Christians whereas the chosen ones do.

Anything that causes the death of Gentiles and gets them to fight each other is a good thing for the chosen ones and empties out land and territories for them later
to colonize.
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Food plants sabotaged - check.

Shipping ports clogged - check.

Supply chain disruptions - check.

Threats of interest rate hikes - check.

Don't go to work, .gov will support you - check.

Do y'all think the current hyperinflation is just a coincidence?  CLEARLY it's planned and clearly they want prices of food stuffs to be higher with shortages
prevalent.  The fed has no way out of the pickle they are in, so they're going to kill the currency and inflate away their obligations through these nefarious and
satanic acts.  History has records of these events - don't be fooled by the press release about how they want to fight inflation and have stable prices, it's all a
bold-faced LIE.

 

nope-1004
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Funny how TPTB never have any catastrophic events at their facilities 
Anyone else find that interesting? 
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One self driving fertilizer truck with 7% #2 diesel saturation delivered to the CFR headquarters during a meeting... would solve the world's problems.
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it’s funny how the powers that be never have onerous regulatory gauntlets to go through that are both expensive and require special ‘consultants’ usually
involving one of the chosen ones to help get them through a process that ends up making them less competitive anyway.

look at a lot of the Silicon Valley companies versus some of their upstart competitors and you will find the chosen ones on the Highground using their
friends in the environmental and regulatory agencies to protect their monopolies.

 

I have no doubt that some of these traditional sources of food for us are competition to the new businesses they want to impose on people like beyond
meat garbage and fake meat products and they or their proxies are using the fog of war and Covid to sabotage us from within.

 

look for the leftist communist eco-saboteurs and you will find them.

You just have to think like them to discern their patterns of malice and behavior.
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or just trying to cull the herd before Mother Nature does it for us
WakeUpPeeeeeople
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No, because it's a sign the public won't do anything whilst the globalists burn their food supply to the ground.

TheUnderdog

Funny how TPTB never have any catastrophic events at their facilities 
Anyone else find that interesting? 
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" they're going to kill the currency and inflate away their obligations..."

Obligations to who ? The Federal Reserve ?

US Gov will just tell the Fed to take a hike.  F U.

We don't owe you a penny.   Or can they....?

MazeMerized
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remember ONLY REASON there IS currency is to PAY GOVT TAXES

it's all just illusion of wealth

backstabber
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lol....u think the gov runs the country? The Fed and the other ugly, perverted fraudster jews run the country
chopsuey
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Fact-Checkers are the g@yest ever. How does it feel to run around gleefully debunking the truth all day every day?
Jade_Dragon
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the financial system is a wreck, and the elitists need to update their skimming to digital currencies and IDs, the food shortages are a distraction, like the
Ukraine war, the Chinese threat etc. etc. etc.

We need to focus on the control of the monetary system through a gold/commodity currency or straight out hard money, and remove the banking system
from their leveraged skimming operation that it is. We need to dismember the elitist MIC operations including the CIA and friends, in effect get rid of the City
of London and the real oligarchs, strip them of their money and control.

Start fresh and learn something basic, usury is evil. All other evils stem from it. Money real hard money is required because of human effort, which if you
believe in a creator, make that effort devine. When the bankers step between the need for money and the exchange for goods between humans something
less than devine occurs. 

Boing_Snap
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The problem for the elites skimming off the population the population needs to have a value left too skim.

Now either they start allowing people to get more and more assets or they are the ones that will be losing their heads.

Inflation or interest rates are actually not connected to this issue they just measure the deformation of the issue.

GreatUncle
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Yes, you’re right. Now go storm the government. We’ve got to do better than having a Nationalist President (Trump) and a Globalist Congress attacking him
for 4 years straight. Almost everyone in DC needs to be cancelled 

Jade_Dragon
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stop paying taxes - check
chopsuey
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It's almost as if they studied economics at an Ivy league school and learned how macro plays affect an economy.
SwmngwShrks
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When you build infrastructure, it's a bunch of "individual projects" that you then tie together. They look independent, yet they are being constructed to
achieve the same goal. Capishe?
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Everyone needs to be gathering the evidence and warning friends and family around them, they are going to attempt another genocide.

Learn about the past genocides they have covered up, it's well over 200 million.  They believe they have to exterminate whites and Christians off the entire
planet before their false messiah named Metatron can come and make them into gods through technology (WEF).  This is their insane hermetic-kabbalist belief
system out of Babylon.

If you look up Dr Douglas Haugen who went to Harvard, he's been trying to blow the whistle a long time, his shadow banned youtube is "Dr. Deep State" (see
"Alchemy of the Master Race" and the "Gnostic Mindset" among others) and he wrote a book called "Seeing through the Singularity" that deals with the end
times cult Chabad Lubavitch that deals with all this.  

Mark00
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Which Hunter Biden texts?
AltAlias
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@disinformation governance board - can you get this corrected, please, kthx.
in-the-ether
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FBI predicts what the FBI will do

 

systemsplanet

FBI's Cyber Division published a notice warning about increased cyber-attack threats on agricultural cooperatives
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100%
LordFlan
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Georgia Guidestones, 20' foot tall slabs of granite highly engineered to align with solstices & equinoxes, commandment #1:

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

90% reduction in human population.  

M.C. 1215
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We find out if it is a government agenda when they come to steal the preppers home grown food.

Then it will be no more a coincidence but an intent.

GreatUncle
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That won't end well for them, I guarantee it.
phuqeu
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Two strangers were sunning themselves in Florida and started talking.

The Jewish guy asked the Italian guy what he was doing In Florida.

The Italian answered that his clothing factory got burned down and that he got a pay out of $5 million. So now he was taking a break.

The Italian guy then asked the Jewish guy what he was doing in Florida. The Jewish answered that he too had a clothing factory and that a big flood had swept the
whole factory away and that he too got $5 million dollars and therefore decided to take  a break.

The Italian leaned over a little closer to the Jewish and asked whether he could ask a question.

The Jewish guy asked him what he wanted to know.

In a low voice the Italian said, "how do you get a flood?"

Peter Pan
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no, but there are other explanations.

Not ruling out foul play because its just not that radical of an assumption, anymore.  the plane crashes stuff adds a lot of suspicion, too.

that said, more than one blogger/reporter I trust have also suggested that its simply the result of the covid changes to supply chain that these factories have been
running overtime with a lot less oversight and parts replacement, etc.  sundance at CTH even suggested this before it happened - that the switchover from sending
food to commercial and grocers over to different packaging schemes and almost all grocery, has a significant effect on the plants that have to support it.

in-the-ether
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Yeah, but now that Snopes has said it's just another conspiracy theory, we know for a fact it's not.  So Sundance was wrong.
Socratic Dog
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heh - yeah, there are certain sources that, once they declare their stance, we can assume the opposite is true.
in-the-ether
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Just like Corona hoax, it's one part reality magnified 10 times by the Fake Newz, in order to drive up prices.
daveO
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It is deliberate sabotage.  The plane that hit thr GM plant has no pilot, it was remote controlled.   Secretary of Agriculture is involved.
Jalapeno
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It is a conspiracy, Biden Secretary of AG, Tom Vilsack was arrested by the military. Realrawnews.
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Same krap happened with lumber processing plants.  Its even still on youtube.
4legsgood2legsbad
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Just like when all the pharma plants producing Ivermectin and HCQ started going up in flames - right? Life is all one big coincidence.

joego1
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If you really think about it...
Rashomon
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On a long enough timeline...
J Jason Djfmam
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Whoops but we have no reporters only actors and certainly no pucker investigative world changing reporters who are the greatest threat to the banning of truth
that was ever created. No not none of those. How can our feeble fragile attempt at total indoctrination ever sustain even a sniff of such relics from the past. 

Gargolic

#

#
11 Reply"

1 month ago

At least we know the same people are doing it and we know what to expect. 
nearvana

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

Or doom porn propaganda to help increase paranoia ready for the false flag destruction of the financial systems via cyberattacks.

They need to kill the system and they need everyone to think it was war that did it.  Force majeure, reset.

 

LordFlan

#

#

32 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

Building 7

joego1

#

#

11 Reply"

1 month ago

PULL IT
I_am_always_right

#

#

28 Reply"

1 month ago

Do you know what evil is? Imagine purposely burning millions of animals alive just to further your agenda, it definetly takes a special kind of evil 
Insert farm animal here

#

#

24 1 Reply"

1 month ago

It's WW3 but the enemy is within our country's body, like a parasite ... controlling it. 

Multi pronged stategy:  1 million migrants per year for us, the taxpayer, to support them and their numerous offspring.  Clot shots.  Lockdowns and destruction of small
business.  Control of the media.  Control of your children.  Going to war with your money but without your vote.  The move to digital currency and ID.  It all adds up.   

Stinkbug 1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

CaChing!
maintenance

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

ding ding.

the enemy is inside the gates, and concentrated in DC.  this is the former republic of the USA - its current incarnation is simply NOT the one defined by the
Constitution.

in-the-ether

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Occupied DC, unAmerican outpost of the Evil Entity.
North Dakota Rugbyl

#

#

17 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Western socialists will blame food shortages and inflation on anything but their Socialist policies.

Socialists and communists love scapegoating.

It keeps them from recognizing their own delusional belief in Socialism.

Portal

#

#

5 10 Reply"

1 month ago

Portal,

The Republicans Are World Famous For Being Whining, Moaning, Groaning, Hypocritical, Blame Shifting Cowards... 

To Wit:

Prescott Bush

H.W. Bush

George W. Bush

The Republicans Are As Stupid, Ignorant And Irresponsible As Can Be...

 

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

7 9 Reply"

1 month ago

Hey Republicans!

Since You Voted For, And Elected, H.W. Bush...I'm Sure You Remember What He Did On September 11, 1991, Am I Right?

And Since You Since You Voted For, And Elected, Dubya Bush...I'm Sure You Remember What Happened On September 11, 2001, And What He Did In The
Aftermath, Am I Right?

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

7 11 Reply"

1 month ago

Hey Republicans...

Dirty Dick Nixon Was In Dallas In On November 22, 1963

Dirty Dick Nixon Slammed The Gold Window Shut In 1971

Of Course, Those Could Be Coincidences Too...

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

9 9 Reply"

1 month ago

After The Republicans Voted For, And Reelected Dubya Bush AFTER He Gutted The Constitution, Bill Of Rights And Civil Liberties With His Patriot Act...He
Had This To Say:

"Stop throwing the Constitution in my face. It's just a goddamned piece of paper!“ — George W. Bush. Remarks during an oval office meeting
(November 2005)

Was That A Coincidence Too? 

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

8 7

1 month ago

May 15, 2020: The Operation Warp Speed program was created by the Trump administration, not Congress
Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

5 6

1 month ago

Trump’s Lethal “Operation Warp Speed” Vaccine Jabs

The Vaccine Death Report: Evidence of Millions of Deaths and Serious Adverse Events Resulting from the Experimental COVID-19 Injections

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

4 7

1 month ago

Trump calls himself ‘father of the vaccine’ and claims he deserves credit for coronavirus shots

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-father-vaccine-covid-fox-interview-b1839555.html

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

7 7

1 month ago

Why Didn't The Orange Bastard Get Rid Of Fauci?

I Suppose He Didn't For The Same Reason That He Didn't Pardon Julian Assange...

The Orange Bastard Is A Coward.

Yes, Peeps...It Is That Simple.

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

7 7

1 month ago

A Coup d'etat Took Place On November 22, 1963

Where Was H.W. Bush On November 22, 1963?

Where Was Dirty Dick Nixon On November 22, 1963?

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 7

1 month ago

Portal Has Over 67,000 Votes...How Did Portal Get 67,000 Votes? Where Is Portal Now? LOLZZZzzz...
Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 month ago

The different puppets and the particular side they take on issues at any particular time with their hegelian dialectics does not matter.
Wilde1

The US Has Invaded 70 Nations Since 1776 –
Make 4 July Independence From America Day

The 4th of July is Independence Day for the United States of America and commemorates the 4 July 1776 Declaration of
Independence for America, the key passage of which is “ We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. ”
Unfortunately American racism has grossly violated the proposition that “all men are created equal” and the worst form of racism
involves invasion of other countries. The US has invaded about 70 countries since its inception and has invaded a total of about 50
countries since 1945 [1]. The World needs to declare a transition from the 4th of July as Independence for America Day to the 4th of
July as Independence from America Day.

https://countercurrents.org/polya050713.htm?amp

#

#

3 6 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

After Dirty Dick Nixon Slammed The Gold Window Shut...Inflation Went Raging Out Of Control.

What Did Dirty Dick Nixon Do?

Dirty Dick Nixon Went To China In 1972 Where He Bent His Knee And Kissed The Ring Of Chairman Mao.

In Essence, Dirty Dick Nixon Kicked Started Globalism...

You People Know Who Chairman Mao Was, Don't You? You Also Know About Chairman Mao's Legacy, Don't You?

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 2

1 month ago

Yeah. You Know...After Dirty Dick Nixon Tossed Mao's Salad, Mao Said Yes, Dirty Dick...We'll Import Your Inflation BUT We Want A Seat At The Table.

The Next Thing You Know...The Stupid, Foolish, Ignorant Republicans Were Crying Out...WHY IS EVERYTHING MADE IN CHINA? WHY ARE ALL OF OUR
JOBS GOING TO CHINA????

WHERE IS OUR MANUFACTURING BASE? WHERE DID OUR MANUFACTURING BASE GO????

All I Can Do Is Sit Back And LOLLZZZzzz @ The Republicans And Their Mindless Foolishness...

BBBWWWAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA....

 

 

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

we get it dude.  you have a really sharp axe, now.
in-the-ether

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 month ago

“Socialism is the philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of envy.” --- Winston Churchill
Lord Baltimore

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 month ago

That's why he embraced it. 
Rashomon

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

Churchill was a failure himself, just a very well connected inbred ;) But again, yes socialism is just a theory and it never worked. But the Bankers will fund any
movement to divide and conquer. Read Antony Sutton, how Wall Street financed the Bolshevik Revolution and the Nazis.

Returned Banned

#

#

5 Reply"

1 month ago

What is happening is far, far bigger than mere 'socialism' or its groupies.

It is a global dragnet towards a NWO. And until it can be proven otherwise, I am of the mind that both China and Russia are in on it.  At least to some degree.  I see
no saviors.

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

I do think that is about as fair of a prediction you can get. But there is also the crowd that views Russia as a side that is branching out of the control system. 

Individual liberty begins with national sovereignty. Perloff recently made a case for this view.

iNK

#

#

16 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

Sandy Hook, JFK, twin towers, Joe Biden, Chemtrails, mRNA - We live in a sea of lies but it is not a conspiracy of lies .

joego1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

A conspiracy is a consortium of people plotting in secret to do something 'bad'.  So, yes, we DO live in a conspiracy of lies.
the Mysterians

#

#

16 Reply"

1 month ago

Elimination of the smaller independent competition in order to gain more control of supply and increase profits.

And who still goes to "snopes", they always were a joke and fake.

Blankone

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

Given the number of food processing plants and the numerous ways  electrical machinery can malfunction, it would notable if there weren't so many incidents.

 

Dogspurt

#

#

16 1 Reply"

1 month ago

I think it's insurance fraud for the most part.  (((Lightning))). Two years of lockdowns really screwed up supply chains and the flows of currency.  I guarantee there are a lot
of places hurting.  

El Vaquero

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

interesting alternate theory, and its a fraud that could probably be masked relatively easily.  bills piling up on the desk - PAID.
in-the-ether

#

#

13 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

It's coincidence that Biden decided to direct the railways to stop shipping grain and AG products and to pay farmer not to plant?

joego1

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

When the left does it, its Trump. 
Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

lots of coincidences like derailed trains delivering feed to dairy and beef cow facilities in California

 

https://www.kaaltv.com/iowa-news/35-cars-carrying-grain-and-corn-derailed-near-rockwell-thursday-/6428452/

 

now you also have the deliberate squandering of up to 80% of California’s water supply that goes to the ocean instead of allowing farmers to use the water to grow
food and they have to cut back on their farming practices this year and next year as a result.

 

it’s deliberate sabotage of our food chain using environmentalism as the hammer and it has to stop now before things get violent.

 

farmers can only be so patient and when politicians stop listening and there are no more legal remedies they are not just going to lay down and die financially or
otherwise and will look for targets.

if certain politicians and environmentalists (like those actively involved in Delta lawsuits, Diablo Canyon, forestry lawsuits that exacerbate forest fires) just start
disappearing, there are many people that will not even shed a tear because they’ve had it coming for a very long time.

 

that is my prediction, based on no specific Intel whatsoever, except for maybe the CIA factbook which notes the greatest causes of revolutions relate to food and fuel,
and we are already there.

 

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

13 Reply"

1 month ago

Sabotages? There's a reason Gates bought so many farmlands.
zeropol

#

#

12 Reply"

1 month ago

Several hundred athletes go down with myocarditis or pericarditis. Like food processing plants catching fire, happens all the time. Just a coincidence.
Bollockinell

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Actually dozens of food processing plants catching fire does happen all the time.  Several hundred athletes dropping (and many dying) of heart inflamation never
happens -- not until the vaccination programs got rolling

Zorch

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Wrong about the plants.  WRONG.
the Mysterians

#

#

12 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

But also the widspread claims of contamination in fish, beef and other foods.  It's very suspicious.  If you were going to covertly squeeze food supply, this is exactly how
you would do it.

edit: Here is just one of the latest of many stories of sudden strange recalls - Packaged foods making people sick:

https://www.eatthis.com/news-cereal-lucky-charms-sick/

M.G

#

#

14 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

It's as if we are at war and under constant attack while going about our daily lives believing that things are normal and we are free. 
Rashomon

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

Naahhh...couldn't be.
Socratic Dog

#

#

11 Reply"

1 month ago

If you believe 12 plant processing burning is just a coincidence, the you must also believe in Santa.  This is mathematically impossible, unless

it's deliberate.  The objectives of the Globalist is to starve us, remove our ability to live so that we can beg them for a new system (i.e., The

Great Reset").  Well, I will not beg, period.  Yes it's all being engineered.  

acarring

#

#

10 Reply"

1 month ago

About as "coincidental" as eugenicist prick Bill "They make you wear pants, why not masks?" Gates becoming the single largest private owner of farmland in the country.
EmperorPrettyBoy

#

#

9 Reply"

1 month ago

A more comprehensive list of the sabotage:

1/12/21 Deli Star Meat Processing, Fayetteville, Illinois
4/11/21 Tyson Chicken Plant, Robards, Kentucky
7/26/21 Kellogg’s Plant, Memphis, Tennessee
8/2/21 Tyson Chicken Plant, Hanesville, Alabama
8/24/21 Cobb Meat Plant, Atlanta, Georgia
9/13/21 JBS Beff Plant, Grand Island, Nebraska
10/20/21 Smithfield Food Plant, Tarhill, North Carolina
11/29/21 Maid Rite Meats, Scotts Township, Pennsylvania
12/13/21 West Side Food Processing, San Antonio, Texas
1/14/22 Cargill Nutrena Food Mill, Lecompte, Louisiana
1/31/22 Wake Forest Fertilizer Plant, Winston Salem, North Carolina
2/3/22 Wisconsin River Meat Plant, Wisconsin
2/16/22 United States largest soy plant, Claypool, Indiana
2/22/22 Oregon Potato Plant, Hermiston, Oregon
3/17/22 Hot Pockets Plant, Jonesboro, Arkansas
3/18/22 Walmart Food Distribution Center, Plainfield, Indiana
3/24/22 McCrum Potato Processing, Belfast, Maine
4/13/22 East Conway Meat Plant, Conway, New Hampshire
4/19/22 Azure Organic Foods, Azure, Oregon
4/20/22 Fertilizer Plane, Leode, Kansas
4/21/22 General Mills Plant, Covington, Georgia

Fluff The Cat

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1364389765213851656?referrer=IHOPEUKNOW
zeroisunbiased

#

#

9 Reply"

1 month ago

They're bringing in the FOUR HORSEMEN of the APOCALYPSE
Disease (Covid), War(Ukraine), Famine (/this), Death (TBC)

Mungo9000

#

#

9 Reply"

1 month ago

About as much of a coincidence as Three Mile Island happening 2 weeks after China Syndrome was released.
WadeBaker

#

#

9 Reply"

1 month ago

The kill shots aren't working fast enough.
Overpowered By Funk

#

#

8 Reply"

1 month ago

You will eat nothing and die.
DennisR

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

Starvation means you die of all the things your body was fighting off with a healthy immune system, which you will no longer have. 
Argon1

#

#

7 Reply"

1 month ago

Ever notice how the gatekeepers brush it away with the sweep of the hand and little else and then demand the other side provide solid proof? 
Haitian Snackout

#

#

7 Reply"

1 month ago

snopes?  People still quote that site?  I wish the article had a disclaimer at the beginning.
snblitz

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

It's a coincidence like all the young athletes all falling from heart issues since 2021.

BitchnTradn

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Weirdly though despite these fires, droughts, & floods damaging harvests, fertiliser shortages etc, food is still cheap. The amount of food wasted in the US is what’s really
shocking - in excess of 1/3 of food goes in the trash.  

Embailer

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

Enjoy it while you can
Seek Shelter

#

#

2 Reply"

1 month ago

Agree about there being a terrible amount of food waste in the USA.  It's criminal really....
No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Eat your peas.

Black Jesus.

hole hog

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

This fool sure fell for the narrative.  This is all brought to you by your friendly Central Banking Buddies NOT the Russians. 

Daimon Maimas

unprecedented inflation, skyrocketing commodity prices and projected food shortages and supply chain issues arising as a result of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

Yep, hook line and sinker. The ability to think for ones self ahs long been lost on the majority.

They just parrot propaganda.

wmbz

#

#

in-the-ether



Reply"

1 month ago

yup - every time i see that, i can safely ignore the rest of the "analysis".  The russia-russia-russia contribution to these problems is more than zero - but it is not even
close to the main problem. 

in-the-ether

#

#

6 Reply"

1 month ago

Coincidence my ass!
InnerCynic

#

#

6 Reply"

1 month ago

When they came for the corndogs and I didn’t protest because I didn't eat corndogs… by the time they came for the baby arugula it was too late.
Now Voyager

#

#

6 Reply"

1 month ago

Whatever the case, I think we all need to wear masks because of it.
Mighty Hawk

#

#

6 Reply"

1 month ago

You should always suspect foul play when fire breaks out on a poultry farm.
A Lunatic

#

#

2 Reply"

1 month ago

That would be "fowl" play.
Socratic Dog

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

I see what you did there. Many thanks. We could all use a laugh.
RagnarHadAPoint

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 month ago

How anyone can consider these businesses destroyed a coincidence is beyond me. 
 

It doesn’t make sense. 

freakscene II

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Rule 39: There is no such thing as a coincidence.
Tom Angle

#

#

5 Reply"

1 month ago

The food shortages are coming. 
sistersoldier

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

It would be interesting to have an actuary calculate the odds of this happening. 1 in trillions, quadrillions, quintillions, 10 ^ x?

yuck

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

its virtually zero, and thus consider an impossibility for randomness.  When that happens, you can only look to the tribe for answers....  :.>[
chopsuey

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

Asymptotically approaches zero so closely, you can presume zero. 

yuck

#

#

5 Reply"

1 month ago

If you still believe in coincidences at this point you're not going to make it.
NoBigDeal

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

I think the chickens would disagree that there is “no indication of foul play”.
MoreRight

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

The fowls got fouled.
rowcroprenegade

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

Well if snopes and politifact says everything is ok.... I was along for the ride until I saw that.
brokenbc

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

The formatting for this article is dog shit.
AUserDarkly

#

#

2 Reply"

1 month ago

u can say shit on zh? fucking fantastic!

 

chopsuey

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

It's the referees whilstle causing athletes to get a fright and drop dead on the field, of a heart attack.
Seriously, EXPERTS agree on this. Google it.
And food plants all over the show burning down?
Lets wait and see, it will be blamed on global warming.

Kikkin

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

Let's see now... a small airplane dives and crashes into a food processing plant.

The FBI suddenly turns up to check to see what happened. They conclude that a student pilot was in the pilot's seat, lost control and dove directly into some trailers
parked close to the building. 

Investigators comb through plane crash wreckage at General Mills plant in Covington (fox5atlanta.com)

      .....................

A whistle-blower leaks that there was no one actually in the plane and that it was radio-controlled.

Village-idiot

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

Have to consider all of the unexplained fertilizer plant fires last year. Put the two together and I'd say the Red Shields have still been keeping busy. 

Barnacles

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

I bet you they know every cause of each fertilizer explosion ,usually a bad ground.
hole hog

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

Wake up, buttercup!  They want you dead… either the bio weapon kill shots, revolution, war or now starving you of processed food.  
TrippyCat

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

I cooked French fries for us last night. We could not finish them, so I tossed them in the backyard.  The birds had them devoured in no time. 
TNTerror

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

During the summer of the BLM riots there were many Wildlands fires set by the same groups involved in the riots. I bet these are the same people.
Herbert C. Noodleman

#

#

4 Reply"

1 month ago

We need to ban fully automatic food processing plants with large capacity magazines. It's for the children!!!
Bob the Builder

#

#

1 Reply"

1 month ago

Agreed there’s no legit reason to own such large cap processing plants
AutoLode

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Because we don't need all that much food anyhow and we should pay higher prices.
Zorch

#

#

4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

If all reported incidents happened in my county it wouldn't move the needle on county level production, much less the scale of global agriculture.

Why set fires when you could destroy the pork industry with  PRRS or ASFV bioterrorism thats easy to do and spreads on its own?  Come back when this is happens and
be concerned, not some farm that hasn't been in compliance with health or safety codes since the 1950's.

andy378

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

so explain to me the high tech computerized system of check valves and solenoids at a pig farm. What? the russians hacked the manure disposal system. Holy pig shit
batman!  

booboo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 month ago

well if anyone was paying attention, they would realize that is a stupid f'n question!

(re: Food Processing Plant Fires: Conspiracy Or Coincidence)

Have you armchair brainiacs even notice how the midwest and northern plains have been baraged by extreme weather for the past two weeks?  take a look at it now. 
Continued cyclonic storms encompassing the entire farmland region in the central and northern regions.

so to answer the ignorant question posed by the ignorant no-name author....NO, ITS FACT THEY WANT TO DESTROY US SLAVES. Not coincidence or conspiracy FFace!

chopsuey

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

Anyone who is citing snopes and politifact as a credible ANYTHING, need to some serious reality education.
ExcapedPOI

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

The people working at these places are juiced up on vaxxs, porn addicted, and public schooled. This is happening everywhere, just last week some river barges broke
loose floated down the river and hit the new multi million $ bridge a few blocks from my house. It was a shit show, never happened in my multiple decades living on the
river.

ignorance is its own punishment

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

according to SNOPES the White Helmets won an Oscar.

Was it for best actor in a fake Sarin attack? 

JohnFrodo

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

REPEAT AFTER ME, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A COINCIDENCE... 

Yes, it's called experience.

Price Discovery + Tail Risk Manager

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

First thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers.

Sir Francis Bacon was a smart man.

Imma Draff

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

That’s a lot of coincidence, specially considering the kind of facility getting torched. And while it may all be coincidental, it dovetails nicely with the globalist effort to get
their hands on absolute control of a reduced populace. It’s all  just a little too neat and convenient for them. Why is it never a yacht builder or the Bentley factory?

Is there a better way to control a people than with food or withholding it? Ask the Chinese or some Ukies might still remember. 

Desvalido

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Where is the list of food processing plants that burned from 2015-2020? That's what we need.

 

How many burned from 2010-2015?

 

Without some sort of pre analysis this speculation is ... speculation

do_you_even_science_bro

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 month ago

It could also be the owners looking for insurance money as businesses become unprofitable due to rising expenses.

joego1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago (Edited)

Little people simply cannot comprehend how they are but involuntary players in a virtual Sims game controlled by the richest people on the planet. 
Rashomon

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

So I guess when all the refugees are said to be starving, it's clearly more tolerable to have open borders and admit 2 million instead of 1 million.
Nelbev

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Its convenient, the refugee problem will half each month in the food plants, there will be slave labour and the elite will eat the meat they wanted along with getting
their adrenochrome + free organs.  

Argon1

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 month ago

Yawn if you look into each facility they all produce heavily processed food like slim Jim's, nuggets, and breakfast cereals. 

If you eat real non processed food , you aren't affected. 

VlaginalPootin

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 month ago

When everyone else around you goes hungry, you WILL be affected. 
Seek Shelter

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 month ago

Hey you Russian пидор. Guess you can't read. 

Processed junk food plants aren't the entirety of the food production system. Will there be slim Jim and hot pocket riots? Probably but it will be hilarious.

Meanwhile, how many of your conscripts have gotten blown up by your crappy T52's design with it's ammo under the crew cab? 

VlaginalPootin

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

It's a majority of it dumbass.  Good luck with your vegan diet when everyone else around you is starving.  Without all that 'junk food' there simply wouldn't be
enough calories to feed everyone and most won't survive the transition.  You actually this stupid or are you just fucking with me?   

Seek Shelter

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 month ago

If you can’t see that there’s a coordinated effort to reduce the population, you’re a complete idiot.
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

3 Reply"

1 month ago

With 1 million illegal immigrants/year pouring in, looks like it's targeted on a specific race.
Stinkbug 1

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

Had two Latinos deliver some appliances. It was there last stop. Did a couple shots of rye shine and gave them some ‘grown and sent them on their way. Suppose
to connect for dinner. I told the lead tech about the child went through the refrigerator to get her internet back that her parents took from her. He opened the and
there it was, the access to internet.

hole hog

#

#

Reply"

1 month ago

yeah....there is a lot of those and they make terrible drivers too!
chopsuey
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Thrice=enemy action. 
TBT or not TBT
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PREMIUM 1 month ago

NOPE!

It arises from the west's over-the-top actions and reactions to the invasion of Ukraine.

Cognitive Dissonance

In the midst of unprecedented inflation, skyrocketing commodity prices and projected food shortages and supply chain issues arising as a
result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine......
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And our totally out of control debt-based nightmare economy, the end results of which are being covered up by all the false narratives of covid, Ukraine, etc.

Daimon Maimas
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#
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You need to compare the amount of destroyed processing plants from this year with the average amount of destroyed processing plants in the past to come to any
conclusion at all.

Khoral

Warehouse fires around the world:
In the U.S., the NFPA registered approximately 1,240 warehouse fires per year between 2009 and 2013, with annual property damages of around
USD 155 million. This represents a reduction in the number of fires over a 30-year observation period, from 4,700 to around 1,200 per year.
https://www.genre.com/knowledge/publications/pmint19-4-en.html

While food and beverage processing plants are located throughout the United States, they are more numerous in some States than others. Five
States—California, New York, Texas, Pennsylvania, and Illinois—accounted for 38 percent of the 34,661 U.S. food and beverage processing plants
operating in 2015. These States also have the highest populations and lead in agricultural production and manufacturing. California, New York,
Texas, Pennsylvania, and Illinois accounted for 35 percent of both the U.S. population and all manufacturing establishments in 2015. The value of
cash receipts for all agricultural commodities produced in these States represented 26 percent of the U.S. total in 2015.
https://www.ers.usda.gov/amber-waves/2017/november/number-of-food-and-beverage-processing-plants-varies-across-the-united-states/
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I could’ve written this article, which isn’t saying much.  

Surfdumb5
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Snopes and politifact would never have even been mentioned in the old ZH..

Welcome to the new Twitter hedge......

 

Abbazabba
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Snopes says don't worry. I feel at ease now. Oh, you can ignore the fertilizer plant explosions, too. You live in a random world of unconnected coincidences. Or you're a
kook. 
Better not say anything to anyone or they won't like you any more. 

earleinatruck
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Is it just the food industry or is it everywhere? People are on drugs, addicted to their phones, cripplingly sick both physically and mentally, emotionally unbalanced, and
just plain lazy, stupid, and irresponsible. It might be all of the above...

fightapathy
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Man, if you haven't done some prepping for what's coming, you are a damn fool.
Eclipster
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Conspiracy.

Too many at one time.

Too much frequency between fires.

An excuse to raise grocery prices.

An excuse to justify run away profits.

Expertly conducted arson jobs.

Land clearance projects to free up land for other developments.

There, I just gave 6 possible scenarios. The article challenges us to prove arson. I challenge the article to prove otherwise. Providing proof is a two way street.

basroc8627
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I put my money on labor shortages and unqualified personnel trying to run industrial fryers, ovens, flame grills, steam kettles and ingredient grinders. (Not including the
airplane crash)

When covid hit my meat plant lost most of the staff. What few supervisors and hourly were left continued to keep a small portion of production rolling. Lots of mistakes
were made. Luckily none catastrophic. But close.

I am now in the baking industry and labor is not much better. 

Pretzel plants and syrup plants are not critical. If flour mills, oil plants and ingredients plants start burning......yea, it's go time.

2thepeople
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Or imagine there is bird flu raging, and you can report it to authorities and get hit with charges of destroying the birds and desinfection, and karantine... Or it might
mysteriously burn down ... 

Apofigei
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   Food is a weapon; controlling the supply and its distribution shortage can have a dire effect; combine that with energy and other factors, you have collectivization on
steroids globally.  So food was always used as means to go that extra mile.  History is an outstanding witness to how many sieges went as they did because of starvation.
  Fires do happen in many places, and also, lots of food actually can be considered chemicals ready to explode; fertilizer comes to mind if stored not far.

N2M
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Jusa elites wants to starve us peasants to death. This is why they started the war in Ukraine by baiting Russia. They put fires to all these food plants. Russia and Ukraine
are huge providers of fertilizers.

Next step is bait China into war with manufacture goods. Manufacture goods includes spare parts to cars and industrial goods etc... Not just electronics. Which modern
society is dependent on.

notpcperson
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crypto solves this
znot-locker
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Maybe you could explain exactly how crypto will solve this.
Village-idiot
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extinction rebellion, antifa_blm(((global))) should be investigated and if found at fault, a stern letter is warranted....
Nutzz
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Nothingburger .07% of food processing plants in US.   Fires happen.
theWHTMANN
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I suppose. Just like stolen USSA elections happen. Or, just like a plandemic and lethal gene poisons just happen. Or, fertilizer plant fires and shortages just happen.
Or, just like a senseless European war just happens. Nothing to see here. Just take your jabs and keep your pie holes shut.

Barnacles
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This year alone over 5 million chickens have been destroyed in Iowa due to Bird Flu.

For some perspective, the newish poultry factory N of Omaha does over 700,000 chickens a day. 

Senseless Urinal Cake
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The government are doing it, they want to cause a famine, and if you don't execute them for treason then they will succeed! 
Dog Serious
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The examples of these chicken farms are small farms. We have farms here with 1 and 2 million chickens. If these start burning down there would be an issue.
hshol
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It's something to pay attention to but at this point I'd lean towards maintenance issues due to policies of the last two years.
strych10
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Yeah, these aren't doing the kind of damage you'd expect from anything more sinister.  A lot of them are easy to explain based on COVID insanity more than anything.

Not to mention India is in the dry season so there are naturally going to be a lot more fires.

Captain Sternn
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Conclusion:  FOOD IS DANGEROUS.
Bonzo the Magnificent
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Food spreads COVID.  People who took masks off to eat are responsible.
jnojr
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Nothing is Coincidence in this world. Orchestrated and executed! https://philosophyofgoodnews.com/2022/04/30/will-sun-continue-to-rise-up-to-us-only/

kagan
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Starve the illegals out of the USA
You_Cant_Quit_Me
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I think the plan is to have them use each other as raw material in the meat plants. Your regime is more slow acting Bolshevik crossed with Moloch. 
Argon1
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GD ecofreaks!  They firebombed my alma mater!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Washington_firebombing_incident

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Well, you know they ain't going to burn down any hotdog or pizza facilities.  
Lucifer
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they're giving 750 million to their new Media people replacing Media Matters..  a cover for lots of hotdogs and pizza ops
ThePhantom
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It's not a conspiracy. They want maximum pain and death as teh wings come off teh dollar-system.
Capt. MegaHash
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1 month agoRashomon
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2 Reply"

They are conspiring against us. 
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I got tired of negotiating you tards on the highways. Time for some of you to go.

Try using the right lane next time.

ThomasJefferson69
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When the CIA operates in foreign nations these are the coincidences that are coincidently unexplainable to everyone outside the CIA. Welcome to the third world America
what you have been doing to every other nation on earth you now do to yourself. 

1CSR2SQN
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They would NEVER do that......right?

Cognitive Dissonance
#

#
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City vs Country soon to become.
notfeelinthebern
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A pig farm is truly a tragic loss. No meat and no place to dispose of bodies. 
VladLenin
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movie trailer "Snatch"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xUynRdzzsM

WakeUpPeeeeeople
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Sounds like emphasizing things to scare people.

If people are scared of food shortages, they'll hoard food, presto, real shortages, presto you can blame people, it's the circle of life.

conraddobler
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Look for unprofitable businesses with well financed insurance.  Ignore all the others.
StarManZZZzzz
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Wait- are we taking Tucker Carlson as a "source" of "facts?"  I might as well tune into CNN. 
Reader1
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There are no coincidences in life.... If you are not prepared by now it may be to late to get ready....Best advice is to seek Jesus as your Lord and Savior....
pdh7274
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Has Politifact ever announced "Foul Play" during a Democrat Presidency?
shamus001
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#
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They did the same thing during Great Depression #1. They want to keep prices propped up. They want to avoid haircuts on debt. This coincides with elites who want us
dead. 

Mr. Magniloquent
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“They” don’t need to destroy that many, just enough that it doesn’t seem like a coordinated effort, but enough to raise prices to where it’s unaffordable for maybe 25-30%
of the world and that will create their desired effect.  Also best to find out if the ones that are destroyed are independent or owned by the big guys.  My money is on the
former.

MoreRight
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BIRD FLU...
waterwell
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BIG PHARMA SET TO CONTROL ENTIRE FOOD SUPPLY

https://www.bitchute.com/video/27VjYdr4NZTw/

Hippie
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Arson has always been a favorite tool of terrorists.

 

festerd
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Just putting the little guys out of business and consolidating the market
MrMoMoChaser
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Who owns and  manages all these facilities? There you will fine the link.  It is more than likely the whoish who do.  Banks, bankruptcy and insurance scams from 9-11 to
the common cold.  

Purple Rabbit
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For starters, Nestle covers over 600 food brands, including Dole and Green Giant.  It holds 'food' companies you would not even dream of connecting. Nestle is
majority controlled by Rothschild interests. Yes, there is a spiderweb of control that connects everything to the same controlling interests.  'They' own practically the
entire world, and most 'useless eaters' of the world are totally clueless.

the Mysterians
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In this day & age of data and metrics, is there a metric for food processing plant fire rates per year? If so, then we just need to compare the annual rate of fires going back
5 to 10 years to see what "normal" looks like. But I'm not optimistic such a specific metric exists.

tsAtomic
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In this video on the subject, there is a comparison to pre plandemic year 2019:

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1364389765213851656?referrer=IHOPEUKNOW

zeroisunbiased
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J Lightning.
WilsonBall
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PREMIUM 1 month ago

Google who owns most of the largest meat packing companies, and see if they have been burned

to the ground.

Bumkin001
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Tens of various bad things happening in a universe of over 30,000 food plants is in the noise.  Even doubling a fraction like that in one year wouldn't be statistically
significant. 

This is not remotely like the number of COVID vaccine associated deaths where we went from a scarcely noticeable number annually to over 25,000 reported to VARES
from the start of the U.S. vaccination campaign to the present.  Or the Defense medical epidemiological Database several fold increases of various adverse results in this
normally healthiest segment of the U.S. population. 

Zorch
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You had me convinced they're all just coincidence until you brought up habitual disinformation outlets PolitiFact and Snopes.
Wrongway Peachfuzz
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Eco terrorism.  Will worsen with all the indoctrination going on.
ItsDanger
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As I said in a previous comment thank you for putting some sanity to the topic but I will add I do not trust the population control peeps at all nor their authorities as the fbi
to investigate such matters. So I still think it’s worth keeping an eye on the topic as I have seen the epas arsonist in action numerous times. Again thank u for the sanity on
the topic 

💋

 

Professional Dropout
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They have the Laser Technology to start fires from satellites anywhere. Anytime you hear of a mysterious fire that happens to suit the globalist agenda that's what it is.  Ask
Musk he'd know or would know who to ask. He's the one(supposedly) sending up satellites through SpaceX. The global cult is wreaking havoc.

Swampthedrain
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What about the mysterious fires that don't suit the globalist agenda ?

Smokescreen, distraction or non-suspicious event ?

thecarpenter1
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It all may be simply jitters arising from more obvious threats to the food supply arising from the sanctions and Ukrainian-US war with Russia.  People are simply more
aware of the existence of risk to the various food supply chains.

Of course direct threats to the food supply may yet come from the various players around the world.  This is a gathering age of war which many have yet to grasp. 
Enemies have been declared and more will be declared in the future.  Actions against their food supply are all part of war.  If direct attacks on people's food supply are not
yet evident they still may come in the near future.

That possibility bears watching. 

Wantoknow
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We in Europe know full well that keeping your industry maintained and upgraded isn't something Americans prioritises. So this is probebly just that.
Galv
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I've heard of Europe.

It's a museum, right?

Cirdan
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One of those accidents listed happened where I live. It was not a fire bute an Amonia leak,two days in a row. The plant was here in 1976 when I came to town.

Still I believe some of this is sabotage. How many of these plants that actually caught fire are owned by Chinese?

Bogerman
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What's going on?  Simple. Brown and yellow people are attacking white people. It's not that complicated. You just don't want to admit it.
J-Freak
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What are white people?
TrippyCat
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Mostly peaceful fires.

fxrxexexdxoxmx3
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well is sure is convenient for what the evil f@cks at the WEF want now isn’t it?

 

Chiefisme

Food Processing Plant Fires: Conspiracy Or Coincidence?
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Antifa and BLM must do something in their off time. 
Argon1
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Without any historical comparison all I can say is it bares watching.

Politifact carries zero weight. They trashed their credibility.

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms
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It "bears" watching.
jnojr
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meh.....you can grow everything you need for a healthy subsistence in your own back yard.  I'm far more concerned about energy (petroleum) shortages.
NIRP Diggler
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Never grown a plant in your life, I see.
Socratic Dog
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LOL.  I give produce away to my neighbors regularly.  Given your ability to read people, I'll bet you're a sh itty poker player too.
NIRP Diggler
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If you're a vegetarian, sure.  And if your back yard is an acre or two, not otherwise developed, with decent soil and/or access to fertilizer and supplements (which are
getting rarer and more expensive).  And, of course, water.

I have no interest in returning to the 18th Century.

jnojr
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I don't think the processing plants in other countries are built the same as ones here.
MaF
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The NWO is a conspiracy....
Rashomon
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Made in China
LEEPERMAX
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Exploding hotdogs out of the bedroom and into the factories.  Yummy.
nightrite
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FBIncided, Arkencided take your pick

 

maintenance
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After 9/11 that without question has NO EQUAL... Then came 3/11 and Fukushima!...

Because when you (the taxpayer) ignores the BIGGEST false flag that promoted the excuse to loot everyplace else unconditionally by sacrificing "your own"?... It just gets
easier coming up with new ways to create arson in order to collect on the insurance policy and ALWAY$ blame it on somebody else!...

Hint: We ALL "believe";-) Russia is doing this! /s

Son of Captain Nemo
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Is there anything that isn't a coincidence or conspiracy?... 
Rashomon
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Good to know the FBI is on top of this with warnings before something might happen. For once..is this when the giant solar flare errupts? 
maintenance
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It's Govt Leftists who are doing this, period

EcoJoker
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Deep state. Airspace is involved

yuck
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you're a joker if you believe that
chopsuey
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SUUUUUUURE. It's just a coincidence!
Suzie
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I love how people can read a book where it is STATED that these things are done purposefully, but then see it in the news and can claim it's a coincidence.

Cognitive dissonance

SwmngwShrks
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If you are going to have a pre-planned food shortage you gotta have a few fires! Nothing to see here, just ask Klause (you will eat bugs and you WILL like it) Schwab. Now
move along you worm.

phuqeu
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It is a conspiracy. The GM plant was hit by a plane that was remote controlled.   The FBI took over the investigation from NTSB and covered up the facts.  
Jalapeno
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 "The Ukraine-Russian conflict has disrupted the global food supply chain"

The conflict is a US-Russian conflict, and the disruption is caused more by the psychopathic reaction to Russia. The EU, "take one more step and we will let our people
freeze in their homes next winter". The rest of the West, "we don't need any fertilizer to grow food".

Alice-the-dog
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